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Constitution Scavenger Hunt Team Competition 

Using your copies of the Constitution, place the number of the Amendment or Article next to the 
description. The first team to get all the correct answers first wins the prize.  

1. ________ This Amendment allowed alcohol to be consumed again after 13 years of prohibition. 

2. ________ This Article states the provisions for getting an Amendment passed.  

3. ________ This Amendment states what the pay of congress members will be.  

4. ________ This Amendment states that people must pay income taxes to pay for federal services.  

5. ________ The right to have guns is protected according to this Amendment.  

6. ________ With the passage of this Amendment, slavery is no longer permitted in America.  

7. ________ If the president and vice president die, the speaker becomes leader, according to this 
Amendment. 

8. ________ This article states what the executive power can and cannot do in order to enforce the 
laws of the land.  

9. ________ This Amendment states that U.S. senators will get elected through a popular election: 

10. ________ There’s nothing in the Constitution about regulating hunting and fishing, so this 
Amendment gives states the right to determine rules on both.  

11. ________ Military troops cannot lodge themselves in your house because of this Amendment:  

12. ________ This Article sets forth how states relate to each other and sets forth the Full Faith and 
Credit Clause. 

13. ________ This Amendment established what rights all citizens enjoyed after the Civil War was 
fought. 

14. ________ This is the final of the three, “Civil War” Amendments and described who had the right 
to vote.  

15. ________ This Article states the national law is the supreme power in this country.  

16. ________ 18-year-olds can vote due to the ratification of this Amendment. 

17. ________ President Clinton wanted to run for a third term. He wasn’t allowed to because of 
which Amendment?  
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18. ________ A criminal will never be tortured in America because of this Amendment.  

19. ________ This Article states what the legislative branch can and should do.  

20. ________ I cannot look into your purse or wallet without your consent because of this 
Amendment. 

21. ________ This Amendment states how the election of president and vice-president will take 
place.  

22. ________ This Amendment describes and gives rules on the commencement of terms. 

23. ________ People in Washington D.C. are allowed to vote because of this Amendment. 

24. ________ This Article lists the ratification of the Constitution. 

25. ________ My mom, aunt, and grandmother can vote because of this Amendment.  

26. ________ This Article sets forth what the judicial branch can and should do. 

27. ________ For thirteen years, people could not legally get alcohol because of this Amendment. 

28. ________ You are all free to worship how you want, state your opinions, read what you want, 
and express that you’re upset with the government because of this Amendment. 

29. ________ You cannot be tried for the same crime twice due to this Amendment. 

30. ________ If accused of a criminal matter, you will receive a quick and speedy trial because of 
this Amendment. 

31. ________ If you are involved in civil case, you receive a quick and speedy trial because of this 
Amendment. 

32. ________ This Amendment says there are other rights that are not listed in the Constitution, also 
known as “enumeration.” 

33. ________ Poll taxes cannot be used in voting due to this Amendment being ratified. 

34. ________ Charlie the Canadian or Brazilian Bob cannot sue America because of this 
Amendment. 
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